ALTERNATE BOTTOM RAIL
WITH A2 ROLLER OPTION

1

ALTERNATE BOTTOM RAIL
WITH A2 ROLLERS

EXTERIOR

A2 ROLLERS

4 3/4"

1"

1"

1 15/16"

1 1/8"

4 1/16" SILL DEPTH”
SINGLE_GLAZE_OPTION

SINGLE_GLAZING

SINGLE_GLAZE_ADAPTER

EXTERIOR

3.0 DIA

3.0 DIA

5\frac{13}{16}

1\frac{1}{16}

15\frac{15}{16}

1\frac{1}{8}

4\frac{1}{16} SILL DEPTH
BOTTOM RAIL AS TOP RAIL OPTION

TWO TRACK HEAD SHOWN

3

3\frac{3}{16}

1\frac{5}{16}

5\frac{3}{4}

EXTERIOR
POCKET WALL OPTIONS

OPTIONAL POCKET JAMB WITH HEAD BUMPERS

1"

3\(\frac{5}{8}\"

2"

EXTERIOR
5

J-POST POCKET INTERLOCKER

5 1/16 TO SILL

(DLO)

EXTERIOR
L-TYPE POCKET INTERLOCKER

0.3" TO SILL

EXTERIOR

(D.O.)
POCKET WALL OPTIONS

2-1/2” POCKET SIGHTLINE INTERLOCKER

STANDARD TWO-PIECE POCKET INTERLOCKER

EXTERIOR
DOOR COLLECTOR OPTION

8

DOOR COLLECTOR
W/ POCKET CLOSER

POCKET CLOSER

DOOR COLLECTOR

3-1/2” SIGHTLINE INTERLOCKER

EXTERIOR
HIGH PERFORMANCE
INTERLOCKERS

9

HP INTERLOCKERS
(ONE SIDE–STD)

2 1/16

EXTERIOR
HIGH PERFORMANCE INTERLOCKERS

9A

HP INTERLOCKERS (BOTH SIDES)

2 1/16"

EXTERIOR
ARCHETYPE
FIXED STILE

EXTERIOR